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The adjointness between “multiplication” and “derivation” is a recurrent 
theme in Rota’s umbra1 calculus. The subject of this paper is the companion 
adjointness between “division” and “integration.” 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Our basic reference is the fascinating article, “The Umbra1 Calculus,” by 
Roman and Rota [3]. In order to avoid wasteful repetition, results in [3] will be 
freely quoted and notation there will be consistently followed. 
Let K be a field of characteristic 0. Let P = K[x] be the commutative algebra 
of polynomials in one indeterminate DC with coefficients in K, and let P* be the 
vector space of all linear functionals on P. Following [3], we will denote the 
action of a linear functional L on a polynomial p(x) by 
If we define the product of linear functionals by the formula 
(1) 
it is very easy to show that P* then becomes a commutative algebra with identity. 
We will call the algebra P* the umbra1 algebra [3, p. 1011. 
Now, in addition to their algebraic structures, we will equip K and P with the 
discrete topologies and P* with the induced point-wise convergence topology. 
Thus a sequence L, in P* converges to the linear functional L if, given a poly- 
nomial p(x), there exists an index n, such that for n > n, , 
<Lz I P(x)> = <L I P(4). 
A sequence p,(x) is a polynotiial sequence if each p,(x) is a polynomial of degree 
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~1. It is said to be of binomial type if P,,(X) = 1 and if it satisfies the binomial 
identity 
for all n, x, and y. The sequence p,(x) = xn is prototypical. 
A functional L in P* is a delta functional if (L 1 1) = 0 and (L i X) # 0. 
Let L be a delta functional. A polynomial sequence p,(x) is called the associated 
seyue%ce of L if 
for all n 2 0 and K > 0. It is shown in the Umbra1 Calculus that (i) every delta 
functional has a unique associated sequence [3, Proposition 4.13, (ii) every 
associated sequence is of binomial type [3, Theorem 2(a)], and (iii) every poly- 
nomial sequence of binomial type is the associated sequence of some deita 
functional [3, Theorem 2(b)]. 
Now let p,(x) be a polynomial sequence. For our purpose, it is often conve- 
nient to normalize the sequence by setting 
For example, using this notation, we can express (1), (2), and (3) neatly as foliows 
(LM/x”)= i (Lj2)(Mp=), 
It=0 
p,(x + Y) = f Pm Pn-ko, 
k=O 
(Lk j X”) = S,k . 
Many other identities and formulas can be similarly simplified. For exampk, 
Eq. (*), of [3, p. 1031 becomes 
and Theorem 1 of [3] becomes 
M = f (iv- ] Pi,(X)) AC,“. 
k-0 
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2. THEORY 
Let L be a delta functional and let p,(x) (p,(x)) be its associated (normalized) 
polynomial sequence. Our main results may be summarized as follows: 
-- 
(i) The adjoint of the “normalized umbra1 shift” p,(x)t-tp,+r(x) is 
“division by L,” and, dually the adjoint of “division by L” is the “normalized 
umbra1 shift.” 
(ii) The adjoint of the “backward umbra1 shift” p,(x) t+p,-,(x) is the 
“integration with respect to L” and the adjoint of the “integration” is the 
“backward umbra1 shift.” 
Note that if L is the generator A [3, p. 1051, then the “normalized umbra1 
shift” 2 H xn+l is the usual (formal) integral, and the “backward umbra1 shift” 
x* t+ x”-r is just the “divisioti by x.” 
Now let PI be the set of all polynomials p(z) such that p(O) = 0 (or equi- 
valently, (C [ p(x)) = 0). Let L be a delta functional with associated (normalized) 
sequence p,(z) (p,(x)). Define S,: P --f PI by linearly extending the map 
- - 
S,(P,(X)) =p,& (n = 0, L...). w e will call S, the normailixed umbra1 shif 
associated with L (and p,(x)). Let P,” denote the set of all linear functionals N 
satisfying the condition (N 1 1) = 0. Then, by the Expansion Theorem [3, 
Theorem 11, every linear functional N in PF can be uniquely represented as a 
power series in L 
N = aiLi + a,,lL”+l + ‘.., 
where i > 1 and ai # 0. Mfe define the division operator, 6, , by 
S,(N) = aJ-l + ai+,L” + ... . 
(Of course, 6,(O) = 0.) It is clear that 6,: PT ---f P* is linear and continuous. 
THEOREM 1. The adjoint of 6, is S, and the adjoint of S, is 6, . In symbols, 
s,” = s, and SZ==SL. 
Proof Since 6, is continuous and linear Proposition 6.1 of [3] guarantees 
that 8; maps P into P, . Now for k > 1 and 1z > 0, 
CL’: I qYpn(x))) = @,(L”) I P&D 
= $“-I I P&D = &k--l 
= CL” I Pn+1(4> = CL” I S,(P&)b 
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s, So, by the Expansion Theorem, @(Pi) = S&,(X)), whence 8; 
On the other hand, S$ is continuous by [3, p. 1211. And 
<s;w I P (4) = G” / qP&)D 
= (Lk I Pn&)> = Sn+1k 
= (L”-l j p,(X)) = (S,(L’) i pn(X)) 
for a11 k 2 I and n > 0. Hence by the spanning argument [3, p. lOl], we have 
Sg(L7c) = st(Lk). By continuity, S$ = 8, . 
Note that, since the multiplication operator p(L)” [3, p. 1271 and the division 
operator 6, are inverses to each other, 
we have 
8=p(L)* = id on p* , 
p(L)* 6, = id on PT, 
p(L) S, = id on P, 
S&L) = id on P, . 
In particular, if we choose L to be the generator 4 and denote its associated 
normalized umbra1 shift by S, , then S, is the (formal) integral operator and we 
have the expected relations 
DS, = id on P, 
S,D = id on PI. 
r~HEOREM 2. Let L and M be delta functionals with associated n.ormakzed 
sequences p,(x) and qR(x), and let S, and S, be the normalized umbra1 shifts associn- 
ted with L and M. Let P = p(L) and Q = p(M). Then 
S, = S&P/Q)-I. (49 
Proof. We observe that, on Pf, 
6, = (p(L/M)-1)” 6, 
Hence for any linear functional AT in PF and any polynomial p(x) in P, 
(IV I ,c,PW = GyW) I PW 
= @,(W ! P(X)> = <(PL(u‘~)-l)* %4(Ic’) / P(X)> 
= &(W I (P/Q!)-’ P(X)> = W / S,V?W P(X)>. 
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Therefore, 
S, = S,(P/Q)-1. 
If we set M = A, the generator, then Q = D and we have the following. 
COROLLARY 1 (Recurrence Formula). Let p,(x) be the normalized associated 
sequence of the delta operator P. Then 
~a+&) = ~zP/W P&). (5) 
COROLLARY 2 (Recurrence Formula for Sheffer sequences). Let s,(x) be the 
normalized Sheffeer sequence relative to the associated sequence for P = p(L) and let 
-- 
&,(x) = p,(x). Then 
s,+&) = R-lS,(P/Q)-l Rs&). (6) 
We now turn to the adjointness of the dual type, and let p,(x) be the associated 
sequence of the delta functional L. Define 6,: P, + P by linearly extending the 
map UP&)) = Pn-d4- W e will call 6, the backward umbral shift. Dually, any 
linear functional N in P* can be uniquely represented, thanks to the Expansion 
Theorem, as 
N=a,+a,L+a,L2+ .... 
We define the operator S,: P* -+ P-f by 
S,(N) = a,L + a, ‘g 4 a2 ‘t + ... . 
Clearly, S, is a continuous linear operator. 
THEOREM 3. The adjoint of 6, is S, and the adjoint of S, is 6, . Or, 
s; = SL and s; = 6,. 
Proof. Note that 6*: Pf --f P* IS continuous [3, p. 1211. Furthermore, 
GqL”) I P&D = CL” I ~p(Pn(4D 
= (L” / p,-l(x)> = (a - l)! 8n-lk = k!&-1, 
= r+G (L”+l I P&4> = @L(W I P&D1 
for n > 1 and k > 0. Hence by the spanning argument, 8z(Lk) = SL(Lk). By 
continuity, we have 8; = S, . 
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Kext, by [3, Proposition 6.11, Sz maps PI into P. SToreover, 
(Lk j S;(p,(x))> = (SL(Lk) j p,(x)) = & (Lkl-1 j p%(x)) 
(kf I>!, 
= m WC+1 = k!S,,,, = (L’” / pn-,@)> 
= CL” I UP&N) 
fork 30, ti > I. Hence Sz = 6,. 
Now, since 
0,S, = id on P, , 
S,8, = id on E’, 
we have 
S,a, = id on Pl*, 
a,S, = id on P”. 
This means, in the algebra of all shift-invariant operators Z:, 
S,(TX - XT) = T 
for all non-units T in 2, and 
(S,T) X - X(S,T) = T 
for all shift-invariant operators T. 
THEOREM 4. Let L and M be delta functionah am2 IV an arbitrwy linear 
functional in P”. Then 
?~oof. By continuity, it is sufficient to prove the equality for the cases 
LV = &I” (k > 0). Now by [3, Proposition 6.61, 
Hence, 
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Operating S, on both sides of this equation and observing that S,a, = id on 
Pt, we have 
LM”+l = sL(ltrlka,(bq). 
k-t1 
But the left-hand side is equal to S,(M”), whence 
S,(M”) = S,(Mk&(M>). 
Just for the fun of it, we will prove the following Recurrence Formula [3, 
p. 1311, the hard way by using Theorem 4. 
COROLLARY. Let p,(x) be the associated sequence of the delta functional L, 
and let P = ,u(L). Then 
Proof. Put k > 0, n > 0. Then 
Hence 
Or, 
p,(x) = 8,(P) (J+@) . 
Pn+dX) = x(aD(wl Pn(4. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
Bernoulli Polynomials 
The sequence of Bernoulli polynomials, B,(x), is presented in [3, p. 1441 as 
the Sheffer sequence relative to the sequence xn and the invertible linear func- 
tional 
<r I P(X)> = ~,‘P(x) dx. (8) 
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Thus, if we let B,,(x) denote the normalized sequence of Bernoulli polynomials, 
we have 
W” I %aw = L > (9) 
where A is the generator. Using the integral operator S, I we can express (8) as 
Hence (9) can be rewritten in the form 
(A’” ( (E - I) S,(B>))) = 6,, 
Since =“1 is the generator, we have 
(E - I) S,(B>)) = ii%. 
If we operate 8) on both sides of (IO), we obtain 
__ -- 
(E - I) B,(x) = x”-l. 
__ -- 
3,(x + 1) - B,(x) = x”-1. 
In the “unnormalized” form, this is the functional equation 
3,(x T 1) - B,(x) = nx”-l. 
(See iI, p. 261.) 
If now we “telescope” (1 I), we obtain 
(See [I, p. 2.61.) 
On the other hand, if we expand E in (10) in terms of D, we have 
i 




Dm&(x) = 3,&x), because B,(x) = J-IF, where J .= ,&) 13, p. 1441. 
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In the more familiar “unnormalized” form, this is 
j. (” ; ‘) R&4 = (a + 1) x”, 72 = 1, 2,.... 
(See [l, p. 261.) 
Now if we apply (Ea - Eb) S, to DB,+,(x) = B,(x), and observe that 
(E” - Eb) S,D = (Ea - Eb), we have 
(E” - Eb) &(&z(x)) = (E” - Eb) (Bn+d4)- 
Hence, 
Cc I (Ea - Eb) &VW))) = Cc I (E” - Eb) (Bn+~(x)b 
(‘3~ - Eb j &z(B&))) = (5~ - Eb 1 B,+,(4), 
which in the usual notation is 
s a B,(x) dx = B,+,(a) - B,+,(@. b 
In the unnormalized form, this is one of the integrals in [ 1, p. 271: 
s a B,(x) dx = b & Pn+&) - Bn+dO 
Laguevre Polynomials 
The sequence of the basic Laguerre polynomials, L,(x), is given in [3, p. 1351 
as the associated sequence of the Laguerre operator L = D(D - 1)-l. Let L,(x) 
denote the normalized Laguerre polynomial sequence. Since (L/D)-l = D - I, 
by the Recurrence Formula (5), we have 
L,+,(x) = S,((D - WnW. 
If we apply D to Eq. (16), we obtain 
_I ____ 
L(x) = Wnb9 - -L+IW 
This is one of the differentiation formulas satisfied by the Laguerre polynomials 
in [I, p. 2411. (Note that the Laguerre polynomials in [I] are normalized.) 
As S,D is the identity on P1, we will denote it by Il. Using (16) and by 
iteration, we obtain 
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L,(x) = (I, - sp (-x) 
= il (;: I:, pziy. 
In the unnormahzed form, this is 
(See [3, p. 1351.) 
The operatops D $ and $ D 
Formulas expressing (xD)% in terms of xLDnL are well known 12, Sect. 6.63. 




But instead of attacking the problem directly, we will take advantage of the 
adjointness relation discussed above. 
First let us introduce the following abbreviations: 
s = s, ) l/x = 6,) A = p(A). 
The adjointness relations then take the forms 
(X4)” = D; and 
Sow, we note that the usual “integration by parts” implies 
SA = AS - As’. (19) 
From (t9), it is an easy matter to derive the formula 
PA = (A - as) S” (20) 
by induction. Combining (19) and (20) and by induction, we can show that the 
coefficients in 
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satisfy the recurrence relation 
r(n, k) = (1 - (E + K)) Y(?z - 1, k - 1) + r(n - I ) K) (22) 
with side conditions r(n, R) = 0 if h > n, and r(rz, 0) = I. 
Taking the adjoint of (21), we obtain 
(D ;j” = y(n, 0) (;j- Dn + r(n, 1) (;jn+l Dn-l + ... + r(n, n) (+j’“. 
(23) 
It is of course understood that the domain of the operator (D(i/x))” is restricted 
to polynomials of the form 
p(x) = u2nX2n $ u2n+lX2n+l + ... . 
Numerous identities can be obtained by simply applying (21) and (23) to 
particular polynomials. For example, if we apply (21) to the functional E, and 
(23) to the monomial ~~~%+l, we obtain 
1 G, 1) 
--=~(n,0)+~+‘-+ 
r(n, 4 
2” (n + 1) ... (2n) ’ (24) 
2a = (2n + l)! 
n! [ 
r(n, 0) rtn, 4 ~ ___ 
(n + I)! + (L’: i\j + “. + (2n + l)! I ’ (25) 
Similarly, if we set 
(AS)* = R(n, 0) SnAn + R(n, I) Sn+l f ... + R(n, n) S2n, (26) 
then we have the recurrence 
R(n, k) = (n + k - 1) R(n - 1, k - 1) + R(n - 1, h) (27) 
and side conditions R(n, k) = 0, if k > n, and R(n, 0) = 1. Again if we take the 
adjoint of (26), we obtain 
(1 D)” = R(n, 0) Dn (f,” f R(n, I) Dn-’ (+j”” $ ..* + R(n, n) (+j2n. 
cm 
Formulas similar to (24) and (25) can be derived just as easily. We note that 
r(n, k) = (- 1)” R(n, k). 
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4. REMARKS 
We would just like to comment on two topics which were ignored ir, ~-his 
paper. 
(i) Factor sequences. In this connection, we note tbar rhe idea of normal- 
izing a polynomial sequence can be extended to inverse power series. What we 
need to do is to set 
f-&x) = (-1),-l (72 - l)!f-&). 
We have 
Dp = pizi -- -- and S,%-n = pr1, 
provided n \ I, and, for factor sequences, 
(ii) BZecurrence Formula (5). I-l ere what we have found is that the delta 
operators which are “natural” for the Recurrence Form& of Roman and Rota 
13, p. 1311 are in general “unnatural” for the Recurrence Formula (5), and 
conversely. The basic Laguerre polynomials seem to be the exceptions. 
We hope future work on these and other matters (integral operators, for 
exampie) will further broaden the range of applicability of the umbra1 calcuius. 
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